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About us
Environmental Force at Grass Root Level (ENFOGAL) is a Non- Governmental organization
based at Ukhrul District, Head office at Green Land Ukhrul Manipur. It is registered under the
Manipur Society Registration Act 1989, bearing Reg.No.96/UD/SR/2016, since 14th Nov, 2016.
ENFOGAL aims to protect and revive our crumbling environment. It is initiated by a young
vibrant aspiring social group for the Endeavour of a sustainable environment. We impart the
knowledge of solid waste management and those issues pertain to environmental degradation
with special focus to youths and school/college going students to understand the profound needs
of awareness and sense of consciousness for the unborn environment at grass root level. We
adopt a channel of spreading awareness in a superficial manner where one can easily learn,
understand, and practice by putting it into action in a judicious way.
As ENFOGAL works under the umbrella of diverse movement to handle the challenges that
deteriorate our environment it is our goal to broadcast and give a reason on the matter of solid
waste management. Alongside the issues of global warming, water management and our rich
biodiversity which we need to conserve, preserve and protect to retained our resources we took
up a stand to joint hand and work as a part of global concern by giving our best effort. Therefore
collection of environmental impact assessment of the area we covered is a part of our project.
To satisfy and fulfill our objectives, ENFOGAL gives our best effort and renders a service for
the welfare of the members and non-members of the society in general. Our force encounters the
said challenges by organizing a periodical lecture, Seminar, workshop and conference in
theories. At the same time pragmatically we organized cleanliness drive, tree plantation drive,
fieldwork, jungle trail and environmental campaign in any possible way on a selected site as our
mission.

Aims and objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Imparting of solid waste management
Concept of sustainable development
Global warming campaign
Profound understanding on biodiversity
Water management
Environmental impact assessment (EIA)
To render service for the welfare of the member and non-members of the
society/association in general
8. To arrange and held periodical lectures, seminar, conference and workshop for the
improvement of the environment and its development to the society
9. To spread mass education on environmental issues
10. To organize leadership training and entrepreneurship development program
11. To raise fund by receiving donation subscription and the financial and the financial
assistant from the member and non-member, Govt. and local bodies
12. To do such other activities from time to time are to achieve the objectives
13. ENFOGAL classical concentrate at youth between 18 to 30 years for the operation
14. Activities of ENFOGAL include fieldwork, jungle trail, cleanliness drive, tree plantation
drive in any specified location with site planning
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Activities Undertaken Since Inception
1. Awareness program on Solid Waste Management
ENFOGAL conducted its maiden activity on the Awareness program on Solid Waste
Management on 27th May, 2017. It was attended by ENFOGAL members and locals, where a
small lecture was delivered by Yoyung Shaiza on Solid waste management. Since it is one of the
core subject framed in our objectives and one of the main anthropogenic activities which have
various environmental implication like disease transmission, groundwater, and surface water
contamination, destroys aesthetic beauty of nature, damage ecosystem, discourage tourism, etc.
which need to be addressed at all level. He mainly emphasis on the present scenarios of waste
management system at ukhrul district. He stressed upon waste minimization at source point,

President interacting with enfogal members and local
youthmembers

segregation of waste according to its nature, composting and urged to adopt zero littering
lifestyle. Apart from the lecture, a small interactive session through questionnaire was conducted
to test the knowledge and concept on solid waste management, questionnaire was related to basic
knowledge of waste management were asked like the use of dustbin, segregation, 3R,
composting etc. while assessing the questionnaire, it was found that most them have a low level
of practices and responsibilities towards SMW. Encouragement through education and
awareness on SMW can change the behavior, habits, practices, lifestyle and traditions. One of
the main motives of the program is to sensitize about SMW.ENFOGAL will render service of
any sort which is related to waste management by organizing awareness programs, seminars,
education trips, cleanliness drives, wall mulars, dustbins installation etc. Through these people
will get sensitize and will create and endure a peaceful, clean and green environment

2. Tree plantation
Observation of world environment
day 5th June, 2017-10-26
ENFOGAL
initiated
a
tree
th
plantation drive on the 5 of June
2017 as a part of observing world
environment day, by planting cherry
trees between OTC Junior academy
to St. Joseph roadside participated
by members of ENFOGAL and
local youth of Greenland
On 10th June 2017 ENFOGAL also
volunteered for a tree plantation
drive and awareness program held
at Greenland, ukhrul, organized by
primary teacher association. It was
participated
by
various
organizations,
FXB,
IGSSS,
PADSO, local body organization,
local youths and student of
Greenland primary school

3. Biodiversity Study at Shirui Kashong
The trip was scheduled on 30th June 2017, as part of our framed objective, participated by 15
members of ENFOGAL and a local guide
Shirui kashong is bestowed with a unique, rare, endemic and endangered flower; Lilium
Macklinaea. It is the second smallest reserved area in India, which comes under the region
of Indo- Burma hotspot and a transitional zone between the Indian, Indo-Burma and indoChinese. It serves as the “gateway” much of the Indian flora and fauna. Presence of high
level of rare, endangered endemic species and high value of natural resources, this region is
always under the threats from various anthropogenic activities.
The purpose of our visit is to see how diverse the flora and fauna are, anthropogenic
activities, and Measures taken by locals to conserve.

During the visit various plant taxa were
observed consisting of angiosperms,
gymnosperm, bryophytes, ferns, lichens,
fungal and some algal plants. The most
important flora that were observed are Lily
Macklinea(endangered
and endemic),
Rhododendron
Arboretum(
threatened)vaccinium lamellatum( endemic
and ethnomedicinal), and various species of
orchid. References from the guide like
flora, fauna diversity is much varied and unique. Mammals, birds and reptiles are found at the
different ranges of the hills. Usually mammals like Hoolock gibbon, stump-tailed macaque, slow
loris, golden cat, gaur were occasionally spotted. Birds like Mrs. Humes pheasant (endemic and
state bird of Manipur), Tragopans, Greater spotted eagle, Grey Sebia , Eye – browned thrush can
be seen. A few of the avifauna that was spotted during the visit are Graceful Prinia and red
vented bulbul.

Anthropogenic activities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hunting and trapping
Tourism
Deforestation
Forest fire and invasive species

Measures taken by local for conservation
Shirui Youth Club has been actively involved in various measures to protect and conserve shirui
hills along with government and local organizations. Some of the pivotal measures include
fencing sensitive areas against infringement of tourists, volunteering to see plucking, and
uprooting of Shirui Lily. Anti-poaching volunteers have been deployed to check poaching in the
protected areas.
It was an immense source of motivation for the ENFOGAL members towards biodiversity. They
were sensitized towards nature appreciation and Conservation. Trekking through the hills has
also encouraged qualities like leadership, exploration and nature observation among the
members.

3. Wall Murals
Wall mulars is a new awareness tool
for
addressing
the
various
environmental issues through painting
on the walls. The ENFOGAL team
took up the task of painting, at
harhkui kathe tang on 19th Oct, 2017.
Where the team painted a shield (war
helmet) protecting trees with a slogan
“Lend a hand to save trees” through
this painting we are spreading
awareness and bringing attention to
the mass about the unique environmental issues that need to address to sustain our lives.

4. Poster Campaign on Wildlife Conservation and Protection

Enfogal carried out the first postal campaign on “wildlife conservation and protection” the
posters were put up at four different places, where people can have a clear view, It was pin at
pangrei, shirui , kazipung and talloi junction. The poster features various slogans like shoot us
cameras not guns, morning wake up sound get far if we don’t conserve extinction is forever.
Endangered means we still have time etc. we are holding this campaign to reach the message
across the population about wildlife, their significance in eco-system, and as a source of
resources to humans, which need to conserve and protect with utmost priority. People at ukhrul
are extensively indulged with themselves in wildlife hunting, which needs serious intervention
on education about wildlife and their importance at grass root level.

5. Cleanliness drive
ENFOGAL organized a cleanliness
drive on 26thAug, 2017. The drive
was carried out by the volunteers
and primary school-going children
and some local elders have
participated. The participants carry
sack and collected the litters from
the road and drainage. Every
participant enthusiastically clean up
the area under the watchful and
guidance of ENFOGAL executives.
Children and locals were happy to
see the work done. The drive was one of the many steps taken by ENFOGAL toward serving the
environment. All participants and locals were grateful and satisfied with their sincere efforts for
making the drive a successful event.

The litters were collected and segregated and burned in the best possible manner. Children were
given awareness on safe disposal of waste properly by using dustbin and composting pit to keep
the environment green and clean
Previously at the drive area painted dustbin was installed, reusing the waste of tins and jerkins.

Dustbins out of waste

6. Observance 62nd Wildlife Week
ENFOGAL
and
Forest
department
celebrated and observed the 62nd wildlife
week on the 2nd, 6th and 9th of Oct, 2017.
On 2nd Enfogal volunteered the painting
and article writing competition on wildlife
initiated by forest department under the
supervision of DFO Manglem Singh at
Ukhrul public school, participated by 58
students from various schools at Ukhrul
district. It was generously encourage and
acknowledge by the president and the
Observance of the 62ndwildlife week 2017, with
dept.of forest Ukhrul.

Principal of UPS. The event was
successful by the efforts given by the
Forest Department, ENFOGAL, school
principals, teachers and students by giving concern and interest towards the conservation of
wildlife.

On the other day i.e the 6th of Oct, we the ENFOGALl and forest department jointly organized a
rally on conservation and preservation of wildlife keeping the theme “Celebrating the rights of
animals” more than 200 students participated the rally, where t-shirts and caps were distributed
to mark the respect for wildlife. The rally was started from long ground to the town hall which
was followed by a prize distribution program and the result declaration of painting and article
writing competition.
The program was conducted by Secretary vthing zimik where the vice-chairman of ADC Was
the chief guest. During the event all the guests gave a profound understanding of the
conservation of wildlife.
On 9th Oct, Our members attended the grand finale of 62nd wildlife celebration 2017 at Imphal,
where various delegates from the ministry of forest and environment and other organizations
attended, where the award ceremony was carried for those who have worked and dedicated time
and life for wildlife conservation.

“No to Litter Campaign”
Organizing the “No to Litter” campaign at Ukhrul town under the theme of ‘Clean Environment’
under four phases and a follow-up program to aim to live with a clean and healthy environment.
Looking forward to the upcoming follow-up campaign to collaborate with SBM-G, Ukhrul,
Assam Rifle Ukhrul, ADC Ukhrul and other interested organisations.

Phase 1 .11 nov.2017.

Phase 2. 18th Nov
Phase 2 . 18 nov.2017.

Phase 3 (25th Nov. 2017)

1st round follow up (16th dec 2017

Phase 4 (2nd dec.2017

Declaration
The given report has been submitted purely based on work already done and carried out by
ENFOGAL society during the year 2016-2017. This report is submitted with the approval of the
society. The given information is all genuine and authenticated.
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